The Contribution of Genomic Research to Explaining Racial Disparities in Cardiovascular Disease: A Systematic Review
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After nearly a decade of genome-wide association studies, no assessment has yet been made of their contribution toward an explanation of the most prominent racial health disparities observed at the population level. We examined populations of African and European ancestry and focused on cardiovascular diseases, which are collectively the largest contributor to the racial mortality gap. We conducted a systematic search for review articles and meta-analyses published in 2007–2013 in which genetic data from both populations were available. We identified 68 articles relevant to this question; however, few reported significant associations in both racial groups, with just 3 variants meeting study-specific significance criteria. For most outcomes, there were too few estimates for quantitative summarization, but when summarization was possible, racial group did not contribute to heterogeneity. Most associations reported from genome-wide searches were small, difficult to replicate, and in no consistent direction that favored one racial group or another. Although the substantial investment in this technology might have produced clinical advances, it has thus far made little or no contribution to our understanding of population-level racial health disparities in cardiovascular disease.
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Epidemiologic research seeks to describe and explain patterns of disease in populations and to elucidate mechanisms that lead to successful public health or clinical interventions. Within multiethnic societies, racial disparities have long been viewed as both a scientific opportunity and a social injustice. The opportunity arises when health inequality between groups leads to the discovery of preventive interventions through the identification of noxious environmental, dietary, or occupational factors (1). The social injustice that must be confronted is the rate of premature disease and death that results from discrimination and inequality (2). A counter-narrative also exists, however, in which racial patterns in disease are seen as neither clues toward intervention nor indications of social injustice, but merely as an expression of intrinsic biologic variations among human subpopulations (3). Through this lens, subgroup differences might reflect local environmental adaptations, like sickle cell to endemic malaria (4), and therefore reveal physiologic mechanisms that inform therapies. Accordingly, the racial gap would be something intrinsic, not imposed by social inequality. Balancing the claims of these competing frameworks recapitulates the centuries-old “nature versus nurture” debate, and many scholars have noted that the mainstream view in clinical journals leans heavily on the “nature” side of this divide (5, 6). Biomedical essentialism waned somewhat by the end of the 20th century (7), but with the advent of molecular epidemiology and the Human Genome Project, it has once again become the dominant paradigm of the past 15 years (8, 9).

Although molecular techniques reinvigorated genetic hypotheses for the etiology of observed disparities, they also posed a distinct challenge to traditional epidemiologic methods. With the technology to directly measure genotype, one could no longer justify attributing causation to vaguely hypothesized genetic factors (10). Previously, authors would often observe a disparity, adjust statistically for measured social or behavioral factors, and conclude that the remaining disparity...
was the genetic portion (11). Because measurements of environmental factors are typically crude, the residual disparity that formed this estimated genetic contribution was usually large (12). However, once DNA could be measured directly, the analysis had to proceed in the other direction, demonstrating how measured genetic variants could explain observed disparities in disease outcomes.

With the widespread recognition of “missing heritability” in genomic studies (13), the nature versus nurture dichotomy has largely been abandoned in favor of causal processes that are interactive, for example, via epigenetic mechanisms. The critique of simplistic genetic explanations is by no means new (14), yet the logical weakness of the binary worldview does little to constrain its continued application in practice. For example, a recent article in the Journal of the American Medical Association in which the authors explored racial differences in the association between serum vitamin D and coronary heart disease concluded, “. . . we are unable to discern characteristics that could conceivably cause differential confounding by race . . . Therefore, our data suggest that biological differences explain much of the observed heterogeneity” (15, p. 184). This indirect method of adjusting for measured environmental factors and attributing the residual disparity to intrinsic racial traits rests entirely on additive decomposition between genetic and environmental causes. This represents a striking disconnect between the conceptual framework currently accepted in the field and the actual behavior of scientists interpreting empirical results. Indeed, despite repeated reminders that heritability does not refer to the degree to which a trait is due to genetic versus environmental factors (16, 17), it is most often interpreted in exactly this way, producing a steady succession of published claims that a large proportion of a given disparity has a genetic explanation.

The first genome-wide association study (GWAS) was published approximately a decade ago, and more than 1,700 have now been conducted, cataloging over 4,000 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in relation to over 200 disease phenotypes (18, 19). It was reported in 2008 that worldwide spending on genomic research was approximately $3 billion per year, with approximately $1 billion annually from the United States (20). The expectation is that this enormous social investment will yield causal variants that will reveal genetic mechanisms of disease as targets of population screening, prevention, and clinical or pharmacologic therapy (21). If any of these newly discovered causal variants have differential prevalence across continental populations, as a result of selection, drift, or founder effects, then they would presumably provide the kind of concrete explanatory mechanisms for observed disparities that are so often invoked speculatively in the literature.

In 2008, life expectancy at birth in the United States was 76.2 years for non-Hispanic white men and 70.8 years for non-Hispanic black men, whereas for women, the values were 81.2 and 77.5 years, respectively (22). The resulting mortality disparities are 5.4 and 3.7 years for men and women, respectively. For both sexes, cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) made the largest contribution, accounting for 32% (1.8 years) of the gap in men and 43% (1.6 years) in women. Mortality rates from stroke and heart disease are approximately 1.5 and 1.2 times higher, respectively, in blacks (23), whereas diagnosis of heart failure is approximately 50% higher (24), and the rate of venous thromboembolism is 30%–60% higher (25, 26). Hypertension occurs more often, at an earlier age (27), and with greater severity in blacks (28) and is associated with an approximately 3 times greater likelihood of death (29). Although various environmental and social factors certainly contribute to these disparities, a genetic basis for these profound disparities is most often asserted in the biomedical literature (30). We therefore focused on CVD in the present article. Our aim was to systematically examine published reviews and meta-analyses for direct evidence of genetic explanations for the observed disparities.

**METHODS**

We performed an electronic literature search through the PubMed database to identify review articles and meta-analyses related to genetic risk factors for CVD in samples that included populations of African ancestry. Review articles and pooled studies indexed in PubMed, rather than original reports, were targeted to retrieve a more stable set with a lower proportion of unreplicated associations from small samples (31). We focused our search on the 7-year period from January 1, 2007, to January 1, 2014, which corresponded to the rapid proliferation of large pooled GWAS activity. We allowed for the inclusion of a broad range of CVDs, including stroke, hypertension, and heart disease, as well as continuous measures of blood pressure. The complete search is shown in Web Appendix 1 (available at http://aje.oxfordjournals.org/).

This search strategy yielded 197 articles (Figure 1). The title and abstract of each article were reviewed, and we retained all publications that focused on appropriate disease outcomes and population, regardless of language. A total of 68 articles (Web Appendix 2) met these requirements and were read in full. Subsequently, 9 articles were excluded for having the wrong outcome, 3 for including populations that were neither European nor African in origin, and 9 for lacking of any specific genetic data. After these exclusions, there remained 47 articles relevant to the primary research question concerning genetic factors that might contribute to disparities in CVD incidence or mortality and that compared populations of European and African ancestry.

Data from all 47 relevant articles were summarized and tabulated, with the following information extracted when available: study year; study design; outcome; sample sizes by group; number of SNPs investigated; gene names and RefSNP (rs) accession numbers; genetic model used; significance threshold $P$ value used; effect measure estimated; variant location and nearby genes; allele and genotype frequencies by group; and whether the article provided any assertion that genetic factors provided an explanation for racial/ethnic disease disparities. All reported associations that exceeded the study’s stated threshold $P$ values were included as positive findings. Additionally, because many studies reported several effect estimates for a given variant, based on a variety of genetic models, we retained the estimate that corresponded to the most extreme genotype possibility representing presence versus absence of the susceptibility allele. If carrier frequencies were not reported in the articles, approximate allele frequency data were obtained from the HapMap database CEU (for
European ancestry) or YRI (for African ancestry) populations. From among these 47 articles, we focused on 25 that provided quantitative data for genetic variants with significant association for some CVD outcome in one or both racial/ethnic groups (Web Table 1). The remaining 22 studies contained no relevant quantitative data or reported no significant association between a genetic variant and a cardiovascular outcome and were not considered further (Web Table 2). Following

Figure 1. Flowchart of literature search strategy and exclusion criteria. In 1 article (64), the authors reviewed data from studies of European ancestry (EA) cohorts only and studies that included both EA and African ancestry (AA) cohorts. That article is therefore counted twice in the flowchart: once in the studies on EA only (n = 6) and once in the studies on both EA and AA (n = 18). CVD, cardiovascular disease; SNPs, single nucleotide polymorphisms.
colloquial usage, we refer to European ancestry populations interchangeably as “white” and African ancestry populations interchangeably as “black.” Statistical analysis was conducted in Stata, version 12 (StataCorp LP, College Station, Texas) (32), and both Stata and the R language (version 3.0.2) (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) (33) were used to create the figures.

RESULTS

Of the 47 relevant articles, only 3 included associations that were significant among both African and European ancestry populations, with only 3 SNPs meeting study-specific significance criteria (Table 1). The significant results were C825T in relation to hypertension, reported by Bagos et al. (34); rs10455872 for aortic valve calcification, reported by Thanassoulis et al. (35); and rs12425791 for stroke, reported by Ikram et al. (36). For C825T in relation to hypertension, the authors did not fit a race-stratified model but instead pooled the groups and reported a homogeneous association with an odds ratio of 1.17 (95% confidence interval: 1.06, 1.29). The risk allele, however, was more than twice as common in blacks (0.76 vs. 0.31), which suggests the potential to explain some observed racial disparity in hypertension in the general population. In the report by Thanassoulis et al., the association was almost twice as large in blacks (odds ratio = 3.57, 95% confidence interval: 1.66, 2.53), but the risk allele was more than 3 times more common in whites (0.07 versus 0.02). Therefore, the variant, if causal, would actually contribute more excess cases to whites (37). Finally, rs12425791 SNP reported by Ikram et al. had a roughly homogeneous hazard ratio for both groups in relation to total stroke and ischemic stroke and a nearly 2-fold higher prevalence of the risk allele in the white population (0.19 versus 0.10). Even if this association were causal, therefore, it could not contribute to an explanation for any observed disparity because it predicts a higher stroke burden in whites.

Of the 47 retrieved studies determined to be relevant, 6 (3–5, 7, 16, 19) reported on significant associations among only African ancestry populations in studies that included both African and European ancestry samples (Web Table 3). Of these, 12 associations across 13 variants were declared to be significant for 1 or more of a variety of CVD outcomes in blacks only, including hypertension, left ventricular hypertrophy, ischemic stroke, venous thromboembolism, and heart failure. In contrast, 14 retrieved papers (2, 3, 6, 7, 9–11, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 23, 25) reported significant associations among only European ancestry populations in studies that included both ancestry samples (Web Table 4). From these 14 reports, 22 variants were declared to be significantly associated with 1 or more of a variety of CVD outcomes in whites only. There were additionally 2 studies (12, 13) retrieved that reported 2 variants significantly associated with CVD outcomes in studies that included only African ancestry samples (Web Table 5). Finally, 6 retrieved studies (3, 8, 18, 21, 22, 24) reported 78 variants significantly associated with CVD outcomes in studies that included only European ancestry samples (Web Table 6).

For most outcomes, there were too few estimates for a quantitative summarization. In the case of ischemic stroke, however, we found 6 significant associations for blacks in 2 papers (36, 38) and 5 significant associations for whites in 3 papers (36, 38, 39), which allowed us to conduct a random-effects summarization to test statistically for racial group as a significant explanation for heterogeneous effects (Figure 2). Only one of these variants (rs12425791) was significantly associated with the outcome in both populations. The between-estimate variability as measured using the I² statistic calculated across the 11 reported associations was large (86%), but this

### Table 1. Variants Associated With Cardiovascular Disease in Both African- and European-Ancestry Populations From Analyses That Included Both Groups (3 Variants From 3 Studies)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNP</th>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Outcome Description</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>No. of Subjects</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Allele</th>
<th>Effect Estimate</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Reference No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C825T</td>
<td>GNB3</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>1,332</td>
<td>0.76 cases; 0.76 controls</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.06, 1.29^a</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C825T</td>
<td>GNB3</td>
<td>EA</td>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>16,827</td>
<td>0.33 cases; 0.31 controls</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.06, 1.29^a</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs10455872</td>
<td>LPA</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Aortic-valve calcification</td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>2,496</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>1.42, 8.99</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs10455872</td>
<td>LPA</td>
<td>EA</td>
<td>Aortic-valve calcification</td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>39,338</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.66, 2.53</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs10455872</td>
<td>LPA</td>
<td>EA</td>
<td>Aortic stenosis</td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.32, 2.15</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs12425791</td>
<td>near NINJ2</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Total stroke</td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>2,430</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.01, 1.79</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs12425791</td>
<td>near NINJ2</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Ischemic stroke</td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>2,430</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.06, 1.91</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs12425791</td>
<td>near NINJ2</td>
<td>EA</td>
<td>Total stroke</td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>19,602</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.19, 1.42</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs12425791</td>
<td>near NINJ2</td>
<td>EA</td>
<td>Ischemic stroke</td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>19,602</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.21, 1.47</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: AA, African ancestry; CI, confidence interval; EA, European ancestry; HR, hazard ratio; OR, odds ratio; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism.

^a This effect estimate was derived from the cohort of EA and AA subjects collectively; data were not separated by racial/ethnic group.

is not surprising because different variants should have different magnitudes of association with ischemic stroke. However, a meta-regression to explore whether racial/ethnic population is an explanatory factor for this effect heterogeneity showed that this factor fails to account for a significant portion of the between-estimate variation ($P = 0.4$). Therefore, there is little evidence from these data that the average effect size for discovered genetic risk factors for ischemic stroke in blacks differs in any way from that in whites (Web Appendix 3).

## DISCUSSION

Despite the rapid increase in the number of genomic studies over the past decade that covered many outcomes, the accumulated evidence for a genetic contribution to CVD disparities in blacks versus whites has been essentially nil. There are several potential explanations for this surprising absence of evidence. The widely recognized problem of missing heritability in all association studies must be given first consideration (16). Even within populations, association studies have thus far explained only miniscule portions of observed phenotypic variation. For example, the cumulative evidence from GWAS of blood pressure explains less than 1% of variability in that trait (40). Secondly, only a small fraction of GWAS include populations of African ancestry, and the systematically smaller number of black participants yields substantially less power to detect associations. A strong correlation exists between the size of a GWAS discovery cohort and the number of associated variants discovered, with the number of discovered variants roughly doubling when the sample size is doubled (18). Our review demonstrates a consistently larger sample size for cohorts with European ancestry relative to cohorts with African ancestry across the included studies (Figure 3), which might contribute to the trend in the number of reported associations (Web Figure 1). In a recent review, Adeyemo and Rotimi (41) reported that only 7% of GWAS publications overall used African-ancestry groups for discovery cohorts, whereas the vast majority (69%) used European-ancestry groups. The bulk of SNP associations will therefore be discovered in European-ancestry groups.

Elements of study design might also contribute to the absence of reported genetic explanations for cardiovascular disparities. The SNP array technologies used in GWAS rely on linkage disequilibrium between a limited set of measured variants and other unmeasured variants across the genome.
Populations of African ancestry exhibit less linkage disequilibrium among loci, smaller haplotype blocks, and greater overall genetic diversity relative to other groups (42). These differences in haplotype structure allow for the possibility that standard SNP arrays provide inadequate coverage of the genome for black populations, potentially resulting in reduced power for detecting SNPs of etiologic relevance (43). Overcoming this limitation would require larger African-ancestry sample sizes, which may dissuade researchers from including these populations (44). Additionally, the SNPs present on the chips are common (e.g., minor allele frequency ≥5%) and are underpowered to detect rare variants because linkage disequilibrium decreases as a function of allele frequency difference. The result is a technology designed to detect associations between measured and unmeasured variants that are both common in the population (18). With a much greater degree of genetic diversity relative to other continental groups, however, African-ancestry populations have a higher frequency of rare variants; in 1 study, Guthery et al. (45) reported that as many as 64% of SNPs were rare across African-American genomes. This suggests that associations with (rare) causal variants in African-ancestry populations might be differentially missed (Web Figures 2, 3A, and 3B).

In a recent systematic review of cancer outcomes, Jing et al. (46) reported results largely consistent with our findings for CVD, namely an absence of evidence for heterogeneity of effects across groups and a general failure of associations identified in one group to replicate in another. In contrast, however, some authors have reported more substantial heterogeneity across ancestry groups. For example, in a comparison of SNP associations of genome-wide significance across multiple studies, a difference of more than 10% in absolute frequency of the minor allele was reported in approximately 70% of European-ancestry versus African-ancestry comparisons (47). More than 20% of these estimates were in opposite directions, 58% shared direction but had a greater than 2-fold difference, and 42% differed “beyond chance.” However, of the 108 “robustly replicated associations” reviewed in that study, only 1 concerned a cardiovascular outcome for which data were available from an African-ancestry sample. This result was found for rs12425791 (near Ninjurin 2 (NINJ2)), which confers greater risk for whites (36). Similarly, it has been reported that more than 25% of tagging SNP associations identified in European-ancestry groups have significantly different effect sizes in 1 or more non-European ethnic groups (48). Conversely, in a meta-analysis of candidate gene studies that focused on CVD, estimates differed importantly between racial/ethnic groups in only 14% of cases, suggesting mostly common biological effects for variants discovered through this more specific methodology (49). These authors concluded that “any estimate of genetic contribution to the disparity in incidence of disease between 2 populations at this stage seems to be an elusive goal . . . . [S]tatements about specific variants or clusters thereof explaining the difference in disease incidence and prevalence in different populations and thus having clinical or public health consequences are precarious” (50, p. 836).

Given the disappointing yield from GWAS, there have been many recent suggestions in the literature that gene-environment interactions and epigenetics will become increasingly important for understanding racial disparities in CVD. For example, Kuzawa and Sweet (51) reviewed evidence of developmental origins of adult disease and proposed a mechanism through which racial disparities in birth weight could be manifested in adult chronic disease distributions. They described animal studies and other indirect evidence to establish the plausibility of this mechanism in principle, but even 5 years after their article was published, direct evidence of such epigenetic mechanisms in humans remains infrequent and inconsistent. The GWAS era may eventually yield to a subsequent era in which the focus is on environmental modification of gene expression, but in the 7-year period of our study, such work remained largely speculative and tenuous.

A genetic explanation for an observed disparity logically requires that a causal variant have an effect on risk and either a different prevalence across the populations or a different magnitude of effect. However, verifying these conditions is hindered by the inherent limitations in reported genetic association data. Whereas association studies reveal correlations between case status and a specific SNP, the identified polymorphism is rarely the causal variant itself (52). The most parsimonious inference is that nearby genes are likely to harbor the causal variant, but the mechanism underlying the association usually remains obscure, especially when the significant SNP is not in the proximity of any known genes (53). When the association is not causal, the prevalence of the risk allele might be less relevant for observed disparities.
Most associations discovered in our search appeared to be specific to one racial/ethnic group or the other. It is tempting to think that a mutation that appears to confer susceptibility in only one group might help explain why that group has a higher observed incidence of disease. Unfortunately, there is no unambiguous interpretation of relative risk information from case-control designs with respect to observed disparities. For example, suppose that at a certain locus in Blacks can be TT (81%), TC (18%), or CC (1%), with risks of 1 in 100 for TT and 2 in 100 for TC/CC, such that relative risk among Blacks is 2.0. Further suppose that for Whites there is no association, so that the relative risk is 1.0 (TC/CC vs. TT). Does this variant therefore contribute to excess attributable cases for blacks? These data do not provide enough information to answer this question. If the homogeneous risk in whites is 2 or more in 100, then this variant cannot be said to explain any excess risk in blacks, even though the relative risk is 2.0. Rather, it would imply that 81% of blacks are protected in a way that whites are not. Therefore, without the baseline risk information, the genetic association in only one group cannot be interpreted meaningfully with respect to any observed disparity. This constitutes a severe limitation of ratio-based approaches for reporting the effects of genetic differences at the population level.

We focused our search on reviews and meta-analyses in order to identify stable associations that are well replicated. Nonetheless, even among the tiny number of reported SNPs that were investigated in both groups, there is some doubt as to their long-term viability as active functional hypotheses. For example, corin serine peptidase (CORIN) gene variants were associated with hypertension (54) and left-ventricular hypertrophy (55) among African Americans in 2 different study populations and yet were almost completely unobserved in populations of European ancestry. Nonetheless, these variants have not been reported to be associated with any cardiovascular outcome in any population in any studies over the subsequent 7 years, including those with larger African-ancestry samples. Although there is no published null finding, the absence of any subsequent corroborations or replications does not bode well for any developing consensus around this explanatory hypothesis.

On the other hand, we note that our search strategy failed to select 1 large GWAS with data on European and African ancestry populations. The International Consortium for Blood Pressure GWAS (40) included more than 203,000 subjects of European ancestry and 19,775 subjects of African ancestry, but it was not captured by our search because it was classified neither as a meta-analysis nor as a review and because the associations for the African-ancestry populations were reported only in the appendices. A number of selected studies (e.g., Bhatnagar et al. (56)) summarized some of the International Consortium for Blood Pressure findings, but they tended to only mention the data from European cohorts that were presented as main analyses. Review of the supplementary material from the International Consortium for Blood Pressure study revealed that some of the reported SNPs were in fact associated in both European and African ancestry populations. Nonetheless, we followed the prespecified study protocol and did not include this replication data. This means that there are a few additional associations that we report as found in Europeans only (Web Table 6) but that were also associated in the African-ancestry sample in the International Consortium for Blood Pressure appendices.

The fact that our results show so little stable evidence of genetic explanations for racial disparities in CVD could be attributed to a general failure of GWAS to explain observed disease phenotypes (18). Inconsistencies across studies of genetic associations are a long-standing and vexing problem in all contexts, not just with respect to racial disparities (57). Certainly there are limitations peculiar to a stratification variable as ambiguous and heterogeneous as “race” (58), on top of the more general methodological limitations that arise from unrepresentative samples, publication bias, false positives, modification by contrasting environments, and a host of other difficulties that are beyond the scope of the present article. Nonetheless, there do exist dramatic success stories for other outcomes. For example, chronic kidney disease accounts for 3–4 months of lost life expectancy or 5%–8% of the total racial disparity in life expectancy (22). African Americans have roughly 4-times the lifetime risk of end-stage renal disease as whites, and GWAS have successfully identified variants of the apolipoprotein L, 1 (APOL1) gene as important risk alleles (59). Jointly occurring G1 and G2 variants of APOL1 had odds ratios for 10- to 30-fold associations with various chronic kidney pathologies, an order of magnitude higher than anything reported for CVD. Moreover, the prevalences of these variants are markedly distinct between West Africans and Europeans, and it has since been posited that these represent adaptive mutations against trypanosomiasis (60). Prevalence and association estimates reported in the current literature suggest that up to half of excess incident cases of nondiabetic kidney disease in US blacks are due to these mutations, accounting for approximately 1%–2% of excess mortality in blacks (61). These estimates are small in absolute terms but show the potential for GWAS to reveal important causal explanations for disparities when they exist. The absence of any similar discovery for common CVDs, which confer a much greater population burden of morbidity and mortality, is not encouraging for a potential genetic explanation, at least not one involving relatively common SNPs.

In summary, we conducted a systematic search for review articles and meta-analyses that described results from genomic studies of CVD in which data from populations of European and African ancestry were available. The results reveal a striking absence of evidence to support the assertion that any important component of observed disparities in these diseases arises from main effect genetic mechanisms as we currently understand them. Only a handful of associations are present in both populations, and these associations are small in magnitude, have generally not been widely replicated in other samples, and are arrayed in no consistent direction that might favor one racial/ethnic group over the other. Despite the enormous social investment in genomic studies, this research program has not yet provided valuable population-relevant insights into disparities in the most common cause of morbidity and mortality. Progress in eliminating disparities is described as a primary policy objective by government agencies and was promised as one of the key products of the GWAS era (62), yet it clearly requires either a new approach.
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to genetic factors or a shift in resources to research on other explanatory mechanisms (63).
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